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When somebody should go to the books stores, search launch by shop, shelf by shelf, it is essentially problematic. This is why we give the books compilations in this website. It will categorically
ease you to look guide The Millionaire Mistress Tiphani Montgomery as you such as.
By searching the title, publisher, or authors of guide you truly want, you can discover them rapidly. In the house, workplace, or perhaps in your method can be all best area within net connections.
If you direct to download and install the The Millionaire Mistress Tiphani Montgomery, it is unconditionally simple then, before currently we extend the colleague to purchase and create bargains
to download and install The Millionaire Mistress Tiphani Montgomery for that reason simple!

Still a Mistress Sep 03 2022 This page-turner from a #1 "Essence"-bestselling author is sure to satisfy fans of over-the-top drama with its gritty, scandalous look into a woman's quest to have it all.
Still a Mistress- Part 2 of Millionaire Mistress Aug 02 2022 Lured by money and men, Still a Mistress ( Part 2 of the Millionaire Mistress Series) explores the gritty world of good girls gone
bad. A year after the tragic death of her family, Oshyn is still trying to piece together what's left of her life. While struggling to return to a drama free world, she is optimistic about her future. Little
does she know that her cousin, Chloe, has reappeared to finish what she started, a vindictive cycle of mayhem. When Chloe finds herself in water that's too deep, a face from her past comes back to
haunt her. Get ready to enter a heart-pounding world of sex and danger. Still a Mistress is sexually charged, and tests the boundaries of revenge when family vow to fight until death.
Millionaire Mistress Oct 04 2022 A bad bitch never dies and neither will Chloe’s deceitful ways. Ride with author, Tiphani in her third installment of the Mistress Series as she tells a riveting tale
about money, lust, and revenge. Between sexin' any man who can help her achieve her over the top goals, and on a crazed path of revenge, Chloe shocks us all with her newfound tricks of the
trade. She's come full circle with a new man, new ammo, a fresh mission, and her old mischievous ways. You won't believe what she's got up her sleeve. Chloe somehow regains her strength, and
resumes her mission to kill Oshyn once and for all. Everything seems to be going as planned, until Chloe s new man surprises her with a secret that will destroy her forever.
Naughty May 07 2020 The women in the Naughty Book Club - Naomi, Kennedy, Mira and Tyler - will go to any length to satisfy their desires. Naomi, a suburban housewife, is stuck in a loveless,
sexless marriage. Mira, the seemingly conservative CEO, has a wild side that could ruin not only her professional reputation but also her relationship with her partner Sam. Kennedy, a flight
attendant, is tired of looking for love in the wrong places, but the mystery man seated in first class might be just what she needs. And when Tyler comes home early from her latest design
assignment, she discovers her girlfriend in bed with a man, and it's all she can do to keep it together. Here, they each begin their journey at The Black Door club, a place of passionate desires and
forbidden pleasures. But each soon comes to learn the repercussions these new-found experiences might have . . .
The Mistress Jan 27 2022 There’s punishment—and then there’s vengeance. Find both in book four of Tiffany Reisz’s fan-favorite Original Sinners series… Nora Sutherlin is in handcuffs, held
captive by two men. Under different circumstances, she would enjoy the situation immensely, but her captors aren’t interested in play. Or pity. As the reality of her impending peril unfolds, Nora
becomes Scheherazade, buying each hour of her life with stories—sensual tales of Søren, Kingsley and Wesley, each of whom has tempted and tested and tortured her in his own way. This, Nora
realizes, is her life: nothing so simple, so vanilla, as a mere love triangle for her. It’s a knot in a silken cord, a tangled mass of longings of the body and the heart and the mind. And it may unravel
at any moment. But in Nora’s world, no one is ever truly powerless—a cadre of her friends, protectors and lovers stands ready to do anything to save her, even when the only certainty seems to be
sacrifice and heartbreak…. Originally published in 2013
The Dirty Divorce Dec 14 2020 Drugs turn out to be a way of life for Rich, a powerful, sexy Drug Lord hailing from Washington, D.C. His desire for fast money and the extravagant things that it
brings puts his family in harms way. Soon, his ego forces him to leave his castle and empire to expand business on the West Coast. His decision to leave his love ones behind at the mercy of his
enemies turns out to be catastrophic. One by one, each of Rich's children spiral out of control. Pregnancy, rape, and abduction all hit the family structure one day after another. With Rich putting
his focus on money, sex, and insignificant things in life his wife Lisa, throws some new drama into the relationship as well; a side-piece and divorce papers. This creates an even bigger wedge

between Rich and Lisa. The hate that Rich and Lisa develop for each other causes the divorce to get down- right dirty. Can their love out way their hate to save their family or is it too late?
Low Key Fallin' For A Savage Jan 03 2020 An Urban Charts Bestseller.For these two sisters, love doesn't come easy. Bestselling author J. Dominique returns with a heart wrenching
romance.Gorgeous? Yes.Ambitious? Definitely.Looking at sisters Dream and Destiny Parker, they definitely do not look like what they've been through. And taking care of themselves is no object.
However, the sisters met a set of brothers that can take care of them better than they can themselves, in all areas of their lives. Will the sisters let down their guards enough and allow the men into
their hearts and lives?Being the oldest, Dream has had her fair share of struggle; especially, when it came to men. Now, she's only concerned with getting her and her sister's business off the
ground. So, the last thing she expects is the wind known as Elijah King to come blowing into her life, changing everything she thought she knew about love.Love. Nothing to be scared of,
especially for Elijah "Eazy" King. He isn't the type to run from love-in fact, he craves it. At this point in his life, he is ready to settle down and have the type of love, marriage, and life his parents
have. The type that lasts decades. Knowing that he doesn't have this type of love in his current relationship, Elijah is used to hard work. And he is willing to put in the work to achieve this with
her... until he sees Dream. Immediately taken by her, Elijah can see that Dream is everything that he wants, needs, and desires; the type of woman that he wouldn't mind spending forever and a day
with. However, Dream has a shield around her heart that seems to be impenetrable. Will he be able to break through the ice she has around her heart and acquire that love that he wants?Although
she is the baby sister, Destiny has been an adult for as long as she can remember. Not only because of their mother's neglect but also because she is a young mother herself. Providing for her son
has always been Destiny's priority and she doesn't take that lightly. However, it seems like she has a second child living with her since her live-in boyfriend allows her to carry both of their
weights. Unexpectedly, her knight in shining armor, Jeremiah King, comes right in on time and rescues her and her son, causing Destiny to fall head over heels. However, the only difference is that
the feelings return only one way.Jeremiah "Juice" King is living his best life, due to his profession. Money. His choice of any woman he wants. Power. He's never met a woman that he cares for or
love besides his mother; he's not looking for one either. So, the last thing he wants is an attachment... of any kind. However, the illicit package of Destiny and her son may be just what he needseverything that he never knew that he wanted. With the world at his fingertips, will Jeremiah be able to give up his playboy ways for a monogamous life Destiny and her son?
Diary of a Mistress Apr 05 2020 What should a wife believe? The words of her husband or the diary of his mistress? From the author of Secret Society comes a tale of love and jealousy in which
two women struggle to separate fact from fiction. Monica counts her blessings -- she has a husband who is not only devoted to her but is also committed to being a strong, caring father to their twin
sons. When Carlos surprises her with an unforgettably romantic getaway, Monica knows her husband is still very much in love with her -- and she with him. But an unexpected package threatens to
change everything Monica's ever believed about her husband. Angela has adopted a sex-them-and-leave-them attitude toward the married men she's bedded over the last five years. Then she met
Monica's Carlos. Now she will stop at nothing to get him for herself -- even if that means destroying her own life and another woman's family.
From Pieces to Weight Mar 17 2021 Rapper 50 Cent has made it big in a very short space of time. Having been supported by Jam Master Jay, and produced by Dr Dre and Eminem, the rapper
and poet has already experienced great success and critical acclaim for his anthemic single 'In Da Club' and bestselling debut album. While some rappers just talk the talk, though, 50 has walked
the walk, and this brilliant insight into who he is and where he came from is a must for all fans. Growing up in Jamaica, Queens, he was born to a 15-year-old drug-dealing mother -- she was killed
in mysterious circumstances -- and took over the family business at the age of twelve. Living hard, he has been stabbed, shot nine times (one bullet in his face) and has survived a number of
assassination attempts. He is a survivor, a man from the streets who has made it big-time without forgetting his roots. This is the inside story of a rap icon.
Hustlin' Divas Apr 29 2022 In the first book of a fierce new series, meet Memphis's hardest ride-or-die chicks as they fight along with their infamous men to lock down the Dirty South. Memphis
is the crime capital of America, and no one knows that better than the women born and raised on its mean streets. It's put sisters Ta'Shara and LeShelle on opposite sides of the street game, where
blood means nothing and loyalty doesn't last long. It's also got Yolanda, an ambitious drug mule, and Melanie, a police detective, caught up with the same man--the notorious hustler Python. These
four women think they've got the game figured out, but the one man they have in common will have them living double lives and wondering who will come out on top. Forget what you heard about
East Coast/West Coast, 'cause real vendettas are born in the Dirty South. "Diamond's ear for street talk comes across loud and clear. . .a violent and profane tale, which launches a gritty new series.
The divas here are realistic characters, and the pacing zooms. . .one of the best constructed street lit stories of 2010." --Library Journal "A nonstop, hard-hitting page-turner." --Tu-Shonda L.
Whitaker
Diary of a Street Diva Jul 29 2019 When his wife, Remy, is locked up unexpectedly, Cease, a young hustler from Flint, Michigan, stumbles upon her diary, which exposes her deepest and darkest
secrets, and discovers a new side to this woman he thought he knew. Reprint.
Gangstress 2 Oct 31 2019 Sit back and witness the rise and fall of Detroit’s most wanted queen pin! The odds have been stacked against Janelle Doesher, aka Jane Doe, ever since her parents were
murdered in cold blood. She’s been stripped of the money, power, and respect associated with the family’s name. Turning her losses into lessons, Jane takes destiny into her own hands. She does
whatever is necessary to rise to the top, and that includes stepping on toes and making more enemies than she already had. Once her spot in the game is solidified, or so she thinks, one of her
affiliates blows the whistle on her operation, and an indictment comes down on the entire organization.
The Millionaire Mistress Mar 29 2022 Economic hardship forces Chloe to turn to prostitution, and when her cousin Oshyn finds a new man, Brooklyn, a drug dealer with deep pockets, Chloe
resorts to desperate measures to win him so he can help her get off the streets.
Baby Girl Oct 12 2020 Kyla Brown was destined to be a hustler. Fueled by her crooked grandfather's blood and her gold-digging grandmother's teachings, Kyla mastered the arts of manipulation
and seduction at an early age. Kyla's heartbreaking beauty and notorious sex appeal become her trademarks. The more attention she receives, the more she craves; and she seizes every opportunity
to increase her status in her urban St. Louis community. She meets Shard Phaylon, a suave and powerful young kingpin in the drug game. From the beginning, the mysterious Shard presents an

alluring challenge that spoiled Kyla has never before had to face. Kyla's misguided affection quickly blossoms into complete devotion; and she soon finds herself acting as a witness and eventually,
an accomplice in Shard's immoral and dangerous schemes. It is only after Shard commits the ultimate act of betrayal that Kyla discovers the disturbing truth about him—and learns an even more
disturbing truth about herself.
Marathi Proverbs Dec 26 2021
A Gangster and a Gentleman May 31 2022 National bestselling authors Kiki Swinson and De'nesha Diamond bring you two irresistible novellas about men so bad, they're everything you don't
need--and exactly what you want. . . I Need a Gangsta Kiki Swinson Melody Goldman isn't about to let her rich, cheating, ungrateful husband walk out and leave her with nothing. Fortunately, excon Scotty Harris has no problem disposing of her problems in exchange for plenty of cold, hard cash--and hot, hard sexing. But when Scotty crosses one line too many, Melody's revenge will be a
hustle he never saw coming . . . Gentlemen Prefer Bullets De'Nesha Diamond Successful publicist Blake Scott survived by playing the Hollywood game. . .and keeping far, far away from her
gangsta kingpin father. But now the only person who can protect her is his enforcer, Eli Hardwick. Good thing this thug cleans up real nice--and is even better when he gets down and dirty . . .
"Kiki captures the heat of the streets." --Wahida Clark "Diamond's hairpin plot twists, snappy dialogue, sultry sex scenes, and colorful, often hilarious characters keep the pages turning." -Publishers Weekly on Heist
Doing His Time Oct 24 2021 Emerald enters the high life with her new boyfriend Dollar, but soon finds that the money, fine clothes, and jewels attached to her new lifestyle come with a high
pricetag.
The Black Door Mar 05 2020 Behind The Black Door, anything and everything can happen... Ariel Vaughn is a high powered attorney and a partner at her firm, dating one of the most eligible
bachelors in New York City. She's living the high life, but her sex life has hit a low point. Then a hot young escort introduces her to The Black Door club and her best friend encourages her to try it
out. There she finds a fantasy playground for women, full of every obsession and erotic temptation a girl could dream of. Soon she meets a man who taps into her darkest desires. But it's not long
before everything she holds dear becomes threatened by this new found passion...
Welfare Grind Jul 09 2020 Cold-hearted Keema takes the world by storm as she navigates her way through every trick and scam she can pull off. With four kids in tow, living off the welfare
system had become her life along with the extra cash, sex and violence, her gangsta boyfriend, Dupree brought into her life. Soon, chaos erupts, causing Keema's secret past to become a problem.
When the chips fall, they fall hard, leaving Keema willing to do whatever it takes to keep money in her pocket. She's willing to go that extra mile, even if it means selling her kids, or setting up her
man.
Kiss the Ring Feb 02 2020 From one of the most daring voices in urban fiction comes a sexy new novel about a modern-day Foxy Brown who goes undercover in a dangerous quest for revenge.
Naeema "Queen" Cole takes care of herself. From the death of her parents when she was just eleven years old to when she found herself pregnant and alone at sixteen, Naeema has had to make her
own way in the world. She gave up her son for adoption and became an apprentice at a barber shop, making just enough money to pay the bills and get high. She tried being a wife, but ultimately
found that she and Tank, now her ex-husband, are better friends and occasional lovers than partners. Naeema prefers to be on her own; no responsibilities, no rules. But the sudden and brutal
murder of Brandon, the son she never knew, forces Naeema to reconsider the way she has lived her life. Brandon was involved with a notorious band of Newark bank robbers, and Naeema is
convinced his gang life was her fault. Desperate to avenge her son's death and determined to take justice into her own hands, Naeema becomes "Queen" as she infiltrates the gang to discover her
boy's killer. But when she starts to fall for the leader of the crew, will she still have the resolve to do what must be done? Filled with gritty realism and unexpected plot twists, this page-turner will
keep you guessing as Naeema struggles to do whatever it takes to right her wrongs.
Whore Aug 22 2021 Kamone, having lived a life of prostitution, drugs, and hustling since her mother abandoned her, is set up to be raped and drugged, but is saved by Lucci, with whom she
begins a relationship and tries to leave her old life behind.
Old Granny Fox Aug 29 2019 When a deep winter snow carpets the Green Forest and nearby meadow, Granny Fox and Reddy have some disagreements on how best to find some food. But
Granny - with her years of experience - wins out over Reddy and teaches him quite a bit about patience, common sense, and resourcefulness.
One Night Stand Sep 30 2019 Single and sexy Zaria Hopkins gets what she wants. And what she wants is Gerald Hardy. After catching his eye at the club, she knew she had to have him. One
steamy encounter later, Zaria is ready for happily ever after. But Hardy has other plans - that include his wife and kids. His hookup with Zaria was just a one night thing. He doesn't realise what a
deceived Zaria is capable of, what's going on in her life, her dark past or how quickly her love can turn to hate - until the mind games begin. Zaria's betrayed heart seeks revenge and she'll do
whatever it takes...
Only the Strong Dec 02 2019 “Asim has given us a book that is at once entertaining and evocative of a moment that truly was a turning point in black and American history.” —Chicago Tribune
Jabari Asim’s debut novel returns readers to Gateway City, the fictional Midwestern city first explored in his acclaimed short story collection, Taste of Honey. Against a 1970s backdrop of rapid
social and political change, Only the Strong portrays the challenges and rewards of love in a quintessential American community where heartbreak and violence are seldom far away. Moved by the
death of Martin Luther King Jr., Lorenzo “Guts” Tolliver decides to abandon his career as a professional leg-breaker and pursue a life of quiet moments and generous helpings of banana pudding in
the company of his new, sensuous lover. His erstwhile boss, local kingpin Ananias Goode, is also thinking about slowing down—but his tempestuous affair with Dr. Artinces Noel, a prominent
pediatrician, complicates his retirement plans. Meanwhile, Charlotte Divine, the doctor’s headstrong protégée, struggles with trials of her own. With prose that’s sharp, humorous, and poetic, Asim
skillfully renders a compelling portrait of urban life in the wake of the last major civil-rights bill. Massive change is afoot in America, and these characters have front-row seats. “[A] heartfelt,

polyphonic ode to 1970s black America.” —The Wall Street Journal “Captivating.” —Jane Ciabattari, NPR Book Concierge: Best Books of 2015 “Incomparable charisma and verve.” —The Root,
Best Fiction of 2015 “Lean, mean, and moving.” —Kirkus Reviews, Kirkus Prize nominee “Thoroughly entertaining and stylish . . . deserves favorable comparison to the works of Chester Himes
and Walter Mosley.” —Publishers Weekly, starred review
Dark Prince Nov 12 2020 The Dark Prince is not your average rapper. He's tall, dark, and handsome but he's also a vampire. He's not your average vampire either because he's the bet rapper on the
planet. Before becoming a rapper, Young Prince's humble beginnings start in a loving home to the voodoo plagued world of a Haitian shanty town. There he meets a beautiful stranger who changes
his world forever. All could be well, but through a series of unfortunate tragedies, he finds himself alone and in trouble in this strange land. He has to use his wits along with newfound power to
escape one perilous situation after another. Upon his return to America, Prince links up with one of the city's rap royalty to stake his claim on the music scene. That's of course if no one drives a
stake through his heart before he can reach the top of the charts. Ready or not world, The Dark Prince has arrived.
Another One Night Stand Feb 25 2022 Zaria is back and more ruthless than ever in this sequel to One Night Stand, in which Zaria navigates through a back-stabbing, cold world, convinced that all
men are dogs and responsible for ruining her life. Reprint.
Married to a Balla Jan 15 2021 Skye decides to leave her luxurious life married to pro football player Sandino Washington, along with her three children, to escape his torment and is determined
to protect her family at all costs.
Little Ghetto Girl Jun 19 2021 After a successful life in the drug game, twenty-one-year-old Kisa Kane plans to retire -- settle down, find a good man, and raise a family of her own. Done with the
thug life, she has everything a ghetto girl would want: plenty of money, drop-dead-gorgeous looks, and two thriving legitimate businesses. Until she falls in love with Sincere Montega, a powerful
drug dealer whose down-and-dirty money pulls Kisa back into the world she is trying so hard to leave behind. With lies, cheating, and conflict, Kai, their newborn, may be the only reason for this
couple to stay together, but their lives are inevitably changed in the most unexpected way, the only way the streets of Harlem can.
The Making of a MAD Man Nov 24 2021 In this second edition of Dr. Diop's story of inner-city schools- he finishes the journey by taking the readers on his life's trek of motivation, adversity, and
determination. Dr. Diop picks up where he left off in Inner-City Public Schools Still Work- How One Principal's Life is Living Proof, by describing in great detail how it was those early struggles
that served as his motivation to overcome living in a segregated neighborhood, facing racism and discrimination, to leading one of the most challenging high schools in his hometown. Dr. Diop
believes that it's not our circumstances that determine the desired outcomes, but instead, it's our reaction to those situations. As a youth, excelling in school was not a celebrated trait in his
neighborhood. Instead, it was how much you drank or smoked that determined your worth. Fortunately for Dr. Diop, God spoke to him at an early age and whispered, "don't go where they want to
take you." Since hearing that silent whisper, Dr. Diop has resolved to share his message with the world- of the power of having a positive attitude in all situations- while at the same time sharing
his story with school leaders that a positive mindset in life can translate into increased student performance in your school. Dr. Diop's leadership skills were whetted by a life dedicated to
overcoming obstacles. His story is one that should be read by anyone who cares about the plight of our nation's neighborhood schools, and how with just a little belief in yourself, you can
overcome the odds to achieve your goals.
The Candy Shop Jun 07 2020 Faith Simmons. successful life as a wife, mother, and school assistant principal spirals out of control when she agrees to try some cocaine, which was supplied by her
best friend Teresa.
Harlem Girl Lost Jul 21 2021 “A true urban novel filled with vivid images of the street.” –Black Issues Book Review Treasure E. Blue, street lit’s hottest newcomer, crafts characters that fly off
the page and a story that burns with intensity. Set in Harlem, this searing novel is a poignant and gritty portrait of urban survival of the ghetto’s fittest . . . and most fierce. Silver Jones knows just
how cruel life can be. Her mother was chewed up and spit out by its dark side–brutally murdered while turning a trick. Rather than live with her abusive grandmother, Silver runs away. Determined
to escape the mean streets, Silver longs for an education. But after running into an old friend, a homeless youth named Chance whom she’d taken under her wing once upon a time, Silver puts her
dreams of college on hold. Chance is grown now–and he’s a powerful drug overlord. But underneath the cool exterior is the same innocent boy Silver once loved. As they begin an affair, Silver
tries to convince Chance to give up the lethal way of life that ruined both their childhoods. But Chance knows that walking away from the game means having to pay a deadly price. Silver won’t
take no for an answer–even if it means delving into a seedy underworld and outscheming some of its most vicious drug-dealers and cold-blooded murderers. “Even in Blue’s world of doublecrossing, misogyny, drugs and brutality, an against-all-odds fairy tale can come true.” –Publishers Weekly
Millionaire Mistress 3 Nov 05 2022 When she gets a new sugar daddy, Chloe, hell-bent on revenge, goes after her sister Oshlyn and her sister's boyfriend Brooklyn, threatening to destroy them
both if they don't see things her way. Original.
Unfaithful Jul 01 2022 When he throws caution to the wind and sleeps with his best friend's wife, Ryan, a married businessman, soon discovers the high price of passion and obsession as his
sexual escapades threaten to destroy everything he has worked for. Original.
How to Draw Hip-Hop Apr 17 2021 Explains the fundamentals of drawing and constructing the hip-hop style in popular art, with tips on how to draw hip-hop gear, environments, characters, and
graffiti.
Bowser the Hound Feb 13 2021 When Bowser the Hound gets lost in the Green Forest, Blacky the Crow and other animals decide to help him.
Loving The Wrong Man May 19 2021 After dealing with a toxic relationship, the last thing Jazmine wants to do is jump into another one. Yet one unexpected encounter with a sexy stranger
causes her to rethink that decision. Will this mysterious man be the one who will save her from her past or make her life more complicated than it already is? Get part two of Loving The Wrong

Man Here: http://bit.ly/1YHgiuK keywords: side chick, side chick romance,african american romance, urban books, urban books free, urban, urban fiction, urban street fiction, urban african
american, free book, freebie, free book, free ebook, free, urban books black authors free, african american books free
Millionaire Mistress Sep 22 2021 A bad bitch never dies! Chloe is back and in full force! Ride with author, Tiphani as she tells a riveting tale about money, lust, and revenge. Between sexin' any
man who can help her achieve her over-the-top goals, and on a crazed path of revenge, Chloe shocks us all with her newfound tricks of the trade. She's come full circle with new amo, a new
mission, and her old mischievous ways. You won't believe what she's got up her sleeve. Stay tuned...the third installment to the drama filled Mistress Series hits stores the first week of November
'09.
The Millionaires Aug 10 2020 Charlie and Oliver Caruso are brothers who work at a private bank with the world's most exclusive clientele. Not bad for two poor guys from Brooklyn. But when the
door of success slams in their face, the brothers are presented with an offer they can't refuse: three million dollars in an abandoned account that can't be traced. It's the perfect victimless crime. All
they have to do is take it. So they do. Before they can blink, a friend is dead - and the bank, the Secret Service, and a female private investigator are suddenly closing in. What did they take? How
are they going to stay alive? And why is the Secret Service trying to kill them? Charlie and Oliver are about to discover that it's not always easy being The Millionaires. 'White-knuckle thriller . . .
keeps you hooked from start to finish' Irish Times
Thug Passion Sep 10 2020 Tahari Monroe is in a loveless, sexless, and abusive relationship with her boyfriend Nico of four years. The love they once shared has been replaced with his love for
another woman and the feeling of his fists. Tahari sees no way out that is until she meets Ka'Jaire "Thug" Kenneth. He is every woman's dream come true and every nigga's worst nightmare. The
relationship between them develops instantaneously. Tahari has fallen victim to Thug's Passion, but can she handle the pitfalls of being the ride or die chick he needs by his side. Past loves and
enemies' vengeance and murder in mind threaten to tear down what they have built. Follow Tahari and Thug on a rollercoaster ride as they fight to save their lives, freedom, and their relationship.
Daddy's House Jun 27 2019 In this gritty page-turner, a young woman on the run finds herself immersed in still more life-threatening danger when she seeks refuge with a perilous man.
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